
Let the Midyear Outlook (guessing) Begin 

As we move past- although somewhat cautiously- into the weekend's Fourth of 
July celebrations, let us always and forever cherish how far we have come as a 
nation (containing all its’ blemishes and missteps throughout our birth, as we’ve 
grown to a world power).  Although this is not the point of this essay- the larger 
message is to be aware of the coming onslaught of “Midyear Outlooks” from the 
soothsayers which will be engulfing the media landscape, of which your clients will 
be digesting through all accessible media devices. 

You may ask, “why is this of importance to me or my clients?”  Well, let me 
enlighten you as we walk down memory lane- say around 16 weeks ago: 

On February 19, the Standard & Poor’s 500 Stock Index hit an all-time high of 
3,386.15.  Which is nice but it is what transpired next that will bring home the 
message. 

• As COVID-19 became a Pandemic- and fear/capitulation gripped investors- 
the equity markets dropped from its all-time high to bear market area in a 
matter of 16 days.  A first of its kind in all of market history.

• As the fear intensified, on March 23 the market closed down 34% at 
2,237.40.  Just 33 days from said peak.  And another first of its kind in all 
market history.

• If this were not enough, it was followed up by the best 50-day recovery. Ever.
• Economically- we witnessed one of the fastest economic contractions on 

record and largest increase in unemployment known to mankind.  Then, on 
June 5 the monthly unemployment report was to be revealed- the consensus 
estimate was to be for an increase of 7.5 Million more unemployed.  Not so, 
actually a gain of 2.5 Million employed.

• Finally, on June 11 as the reignition of fear from the virus surfaced- the 
market gave back 6%. Just that day alone.

Now to reiterate- ever so empathetically to those in the soothsayer business- the 
point in the form of a question/statement that anyone with an adult memory must 
be thinking: 



Of all the financial institutions throughout the world, which employ upwards of 
tens of thousands of economists and market strategists, it should not go 
unnoticed that each bullet point above was forecast by- you guessed it- none of 
them. 

Following up with the next common sense question one must ask, if all these 
highly intelligent (which they are) “experts” had very little clue as to the previous 
6 months, why would any reasonable investor place any trustworthiness in the 
next 6 month prognostication? 

Has this essay been about “beating up” economist and market strategists? No, well 
not entirely.  The reality or lesson learned is that the short-to-intermediate term 
is, once again proven itself, unknowable.  Therefore, it is about re-enforcing a 
philosophy your clients should be aware of when it pertains to their long-term 
financial planning. The message: 1) All successful investing is goal-focused and 
planning driven.  All failed investing is market-focused and event-driven. 2) All 
successful investors act continuously on their plan.  All failed investors react 
continually to the markets. 

Be on alert and be the messenger (advisor) of professional, non-emotional 
guidance of these points as the Midyear Outlook “guessing” begins. 


